But Zeus, giver of all, you of the dark clouds, of the blazing thunderbolt, save men from their baneful inexperience and disperse it, Father, far from their souls; grant that they may achieve the insight relying on which you guide everything with justice, so that we may requite you with honour for the honour you give us, praising your works continually, as is fitting for one who is mortal; for there is no greater prize, neither for mortals nor for gods, than to praise with justice the common law for ever. Father and master of the lofty heaven, lead wherever you wish. I will not hesitate to obey; 1 I want to thank Daryn Lehoux for his many helpful suggestions on an early version of this discussion. Margaret Graver was very generous with her help, both substantive and bibliographical, on the earlier and shorter version which I presented to the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy (Proceedings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy 15 (1999) 23-43) . The participants at the Symposium in Lille provided once again both constructive criticism and encouragement. In particular, David Runia, Richard Sorabji, Emidio Spinelli, and Teun Tieleman were generous with written comments. The themes of Cleanthes' hymns lie at the heart of Stoicism and help to flesh out the doctrine of Chrysippus that theology is the culmination of physics.2 For Stoic physics is by no means the bloodless study of a merely physical (in our sense) world. Like every branch of philosophy, physics is intimately concerned with the place of human beings in the coordinated whole which is run by Zeus. This is familiar enough as a doctrine. But it will be helpful to allude to a summary by Arius Didymus preserved in Eusebius (SVF II 528). This account maintains that the cosmos is not just the crUO'tT]j.lU of heaven, earth, air, sea and the natural objects in them; it is also, and more significantly, a 'dwelling place for gods and men', a OUO'tT]j.lU of gods, men and the things which exist for their sake. As in a political order, there are leaders and followers: in the cosmos the gods lead and we humans are subordinate, although the Kotvrovia is preserved through the fact that we and the gods have a share in A.6yor;, which is a law for (or by) nature. The theocentric nature of Stoic physics is further confirmed by the dramatic opening of this extract, which declares that, taken as a whole, together with its parts, the cosmos is properly called god.
Hence when we turn to Seneca's main effort in the area of Stoic physics, the Natural Questions, we really should not be expecting him to be detached from lofty questions of god and man. 3 And indeed he is not. For the Natural Questions is permeated by a vigorous interest in god, man, their relationship to each other, and the way in which the puzzling phenomena of the natural world relate to human life. As one begins grappling with a work which is often dry and impenetrable, it is worth recalling the first thing Cleanthes prayed for at the end of his hymn: 'save men from their baneful inexperience/
